Enlargement of growth plate chondrocytes modulated by sustained mechanical loading.
Mechanical compression and distraction forces are known to modulate growth in vertebral growth plates, and they have been implicated in the progression of scoliosis. This study was performed to test the hypothesis that growth differences produced by sustained compression or distraction loading of vertebrae are associated with alterations in the amount of increase in the height of growth plate chondrocytes in the growth direction. Compression or distraction force of nominally 60% of body weight was maintained for four weeks on a caudad vertebra of growing rats by an external apparatus attached, by means of transcutaneous pins, to the two vertebrae cephalad and caudad to it. Growth of the loaded and control vertebrae was measured radiographically. After four weeks, the animals were killed and histological sections of the loaded and control vertebrae were prepared to measure the height of the hypertrophic zone (average separation between zonal boundaries), the mean height of hypertrophic chondrocytes, and the amount of increase in cell height in the growth direction. Over the four weeks of the experiment, the growth rates of the compressed and distracted vertebrae averaged 52% and 113% of the control rates, respectively. The reduction in the growth rate of the compressed vertebrae was significant (p = 0.002). In the compressed vertebrae, the height of the hypertrophic zone, the mean chondrocyte height, and the amount of increase in cell height averaged 87%, 85%, and 78% of the control values, respectively, and all were significantly less than the corresponding control values. In the distracted vertebrae, these measurements did not differ significantly from the control values. The height of the hypertrophic zone and the mean chondrocyte height correlated with the growth rate (r (2) = 0.29 [p = 0.03] and r (2) = 0.23 [p = 0.06], respectively), when each variable was expressed as a proportion of the control value. The percentage changes in the measurements of the chondrocytic dimensions relative to the control values were smaller than the percentage changes in the growth rates, a finding that suggested that the rate of chondrocytic proliferation was also modulated by the mechanical loading. Mechanical loading of tail vertebrae in rats modulated their growth rate, which correlated with changes in the height of hypertrophic chondrocytes. The effects of compression were greater than those of distraction. Information about the growth rate and chondrocytic response to mechanical loads in rat vertebrae undergoing mechanically modulated growth will be helpful in determining how human vertebral growth might respond to altered loading states during progression or treatment of scoliosis and other growth-related angular skeletal deformities.